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ftRSTRACT 

Detailed studies of key technical Issues for l iquid metal cooled fusion 

breeder (fusion-fission hybrid blankets) have been performed during the period 

1983-4. Based upon the results of these studies* the 1982 reference l iquid 

metal cooled tandem mirror fusion breeder blanket design was updated and Is 

described. The updated reference blankets provides Increased breeding and 

lower technological risk in comparison with the original reference blanket. 

In addition to the blanket design revisions, a plant concept, cost, and fuel 

cycle economics assessment is provided. The fusion breeder continues to 

promise an economical source of f i s s i l e fuel for the Indef in i te fu ture . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

I.A. Motivation 

If nuclear fission takes its logical place In the United States and 

world's energy mix, a shortfall In uranium resources w i l l became a real 

possibility in the middle of the next cen tu ry .^ Fusion could alleviate this 

shortfall by producing f issi le fuels via the transmutation of abundant fe r t i l e 

materials such as ^ U and ^ 3 Z Th . Fusion reactors which ut i l ize fusion 

neutrons 1n this manner are designated "fusion breeders." The often used term 

"fusion-fission hybrid" is roughly synonymous, but also includes very high 

blanket energy multiplication systems, which would he optimized for In-sltu 

power production. 

Fusion breeders optimized to emphasize f iss i le fuel production would 

replace the uranium mining and enrichment segments of the fission fuel cycle 

and would enable the continued use of fission converter reactors such as those 

currently in use. Studies Indicate that each fusion breeder nevertheless can 

provide an economical source of f iss i le fuel to support 10 to 15 times as 

fission reactors of the same rated (thermal) power (1±L±). Because 

relatively few fusion breeders would be needed to support a rather large 

nuclear fission capacity, I t Is not likely that a fusion breeder would be 

owned by an individual u t i l i t y . Rather, one or more fusion breeders would be 

located 1n a dedicated fuel cycle center Including all of the required fuel 

processing fac i l i t ies (e .g . , reprocessing, fabrication). The fuel cycle 

center would be owned and operated by an Industrial concern (e .g . , a 

consortium of u t i l i t i es ) or under the auspices of the feoeral government (as 

uranium enrichment plants are owned and operated today). 

Rased upon the many studies which have been performed, i t 1s our opinion 
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that a marriage of fusion and fission via the fusion breeder can result in the 

earliest large scale application of nuclear fusion. This option Is not 

resource limited for the foreseeable future, but could be replaced by fusion-

electric power generation should the latter application become economically 

viable. The early development of fusion breeder reactors will encourage the 

later development of the more challenging fusion-electric reactors hy 

providing an industrial base as well as operating experience. 

LB. Fusion Breeder Design Development 

The design of fusion breeders has progressed to a level of conceptual 

detail which requires a tnultid1sc1pl1nary team approach. The study reported 

here has included the participation of the following organizations: 

Organisation 

Lawrence Live more 

National Laboratory 

Principal Responsibilities 

Program Management, 

Tandem Mirror Physics and 

Technology, 

Nuclear Data and Design, 

Beryllium Fabrication, 

Pyrochemlcal Reprocessing 

TRW, inc. Design Coordination and Integration, 

Tandem Mirror Plasma and 

Systems Engineering, 

Liquid Metal MHD Flow, 

Fuel Cycle and Economics 
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GA Technologies, Inc. Fluid Mechanics and Heat 

Transfer, 

Fuel Handling Systems, 

Reactor Safety Systems, 

Westinghouse Electric Mechanical Design, 

Company 

Reactor System Layout 

Oak Ridge Chemical Engineering and 

National Laboratory Materials Compatibility 

Idaho National Beryllium Performance 

Engineering Laboratory 

In addition, investigators from the University of California at Los Angeles 

(structural mechanics and ferritic steel irradiation damage), the University 

of Wisconsin {beryllium irradiation damage) and the Energy Technology 

Engineering Center (liquid metals and materials) participated 1n the study. 

Several detailed laboratory reports relating to the evolution of a 

reference liquid metal cooled tandem mirror fusion breeder design concept have 

been issued. ( i i i - J L L l t i ' Reference I Is the most complete description of the 

design, but Is updated by Reference 5, which is devoted to more detailed 

studies of key engineering issues References 8 and 9 primarily relate to the 

use of beryllium 1n fusfon applications. In this report, the results of these 

prior studies have been synthesized to best represent a "reference" 

liquid metal cooled fusion breeder reactor. Helium cooled tokamak and tandem 
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mirror fusion breeders have also been considered in design 

I.C. Tandem Mirror Fusion Driver Overview 

The fusion driver for the reference tandem mirror fusion breeder is 

nearly Identical to the fusion driver design concept developed for-the Mirror 

Advanced Reactor Study (MARS).02.' I t should be noted that the goal of 

achieving economic breakeven for a fusion breeder which competes with mined 

and enriched uranium fuel for LWRs requires a level of plasma performance 

approaching that of the MARS and Starfire fusion electric designs M 1),!!) 

More recent studies (e.g., MINIMARS) recognize that fusion-electric reactor 

performance must exceed that of MARS or Starfire to be economically 

attractive. ( 1 2 « 1 3 ) 

The MARS fusion driver is well documented and will not be described in 

detail. Table I provides a brief summary of Its features. Reference 10 

provides a detailed description, 

I.D. Fusion Breeder Design Approach and Concept Selectfon 

A principal goal of the design study has been to develop an improved 

understanding of technology requirements for unique components of the fusion 

breeder/and Its fuel cycle, thus eliminating technological "blind alleys". 

These components include the breeding blanket, the primary loop, the fuel 

handling systems, reactor safety systems and any unique fuel cycle facilities 

(e.g., fuel reprocessing, fuel fabrication). 

The reference tandem mirror blanket 1s of the "fission-suppressed" class, 

in which non-f1ss1on nuclear reactions [Be(n,2n) and 7L1(n,n'T)] are used to 

generate excess neutron multiplication beyond that required to sustain tritium 

self-sufficiency. This class of blanket has been emphasized In recent studies 
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Table I . 

Major Paratneters for the MARS Fusfor Driver 

Central cell length 130 n 

Plasma radius (M9 R 

First wall radius 0.6 m 

Fusion power 2600 MM 

Plasma power gain, Q 26 

Average central beta 0.28 

Peak central density 3.3 x 1 0 Z 0 m 

Ion temperature 24 keV 

Electron temperature 24 keV 

Central cell f ield 4.7 T 

Peak choke coil f ie ld 24 T a 

Yin-yang mirror f ield 7.5 T b 

First wall loading 1.72 Mtf/m2 

Anchor ICRH power, absorbed/ 
Injected 

5.7/6.7 MW 
each anchor 

Plug neutral beam power, 
absorbed/injected 

2.84/4.43 MW 
each plug 

ECRH power, 
absorbed/injected 

42/42 MW 
each plug 

Copper coil and dri f t 
pumping power 

50 MWe each 
end 

Total recirculating power -350 MWec" 
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Tahle I (continued) 

Electric power from tne direct 
converter 

290 

Total energy stored in magnets 49 GJ 

Efficiencies 

Direct converter 0.51 

475-kV sloshing 1on beams 0.70 

ECRH 0.70 

Anchor ICRH 0.55 

a16 T from outer superconducting coll plus 8T from 
copper Insert co i l . 

"10 T on conductor. 
cIncludes recirculating power far coolant pumping and 
ether plant functions. 
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because the decay afterheat Is lower and the fissile fuel production per unit 

of thermal energy is higher than that of "fast-fission" blankets that utilize 
2 3 8 U or 232-j-f, fi S Sf 0ns induced hy the 14.1 HeV neutrons to generate the excess 

neutrons for breeding. The lc*er afterheat leads to simpler, less risky, 

blanket designs, while the higher fuel production results In fewer fusion 

breeders and more attractive deployment scenarios. The reference fission-

suppressed, fusion breeder can provide fissile makeup to fuel 13.E LWRs of 

equal thermal power while a typical uranium fast-fission, fusion breeder can 

fuel fewer than 5 LWRs. f l, 4» J, s) 
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I I . DESIGN OVERVIEW 

I I .A . Design Description 

After an extensive scoping phase(£ii' during 1981-1982 (see Section 

I I . R ) , a reference blanket concept based upon flowing liquid lithium coolant 

radially through a two-zone packed bed of beryllium pebbles with thorium snap 

rings was selected. This concept, shown in Figure 1, has been desired in 

accordance with the specifications and performance levels provided 1n 

Table I I . 

The reference tandem mirror blanket design would be constructed from a 

low alloy fer r f t lc steel (e .g . , HT-9) and would be liquid lithium cooled. The 

blanket would operate at a moderate maximum temperature (425°C) and neutron 

wall loading (1.7 MW/m2). In terms of performance, technological development 

requirements and r isk, this design can be classified as "moderate 

technology," For comparison, a "low technology" blanket could be developed 

using a low temperature (approximately 100°C) water-cooled design producing 

fuel but no power, while a "high technology" high performance blanket might be 

based upon helium cooling and Molten Salt Breeder Reactor technologies. (1) 

The coolant flow In the blanket resembles that of a conventional oil 

f i l t e r . Specifically, coolant flows radially Inward to the f i rs t wall plenum 

through a thin coolant annulus and 1s distributed to the packed bed through 

perforations In an 1nttrmed1ate wall which, 1n combination with the f i rst wall 

and radial stiffening rings, provides a very s t i f f cylindrical structure. 

Having passed through the Intermediate wall into the blanket, the coolant 

flows radially outward through two fuel zones (separated by another perforated 

wal l ) , exits the bed through a third perforated wall outside of the second 

fuel zone, and exits the blanket through 20 large outlet pipes. The composite 
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Table II . 

Key Design Specif ications and Perfornance Parameters 

fo r the Reference Fusinn Breeder Rlanket 

Glooal Parameters (70 percent capacity fac tor , 
average over system and time) 

Central cel l length 130 m 

Number of blanket modules 32 

Number of central ce l l co l ls 32 

Central ce l l co l l B f i e l d strength 
on axis 

4.7 

Central ce l l fusion power 2600 HW 

Central ce l l fusion neutron power 2080 HW 

Maximum central ce l l thermal power 5700 MW 

Average central ce l l thermal power 5075 m 

Z 3 3 U fuel production 6656 kq/yr 

Average 1n-core f i s s i l e Inventory 5500 kg 

Thorium throughput 630 MT/yr 

Beryl l ium throughput 275 MT/yr 

Blanket Module Mechanical Deslpn 

Structural material HT-5 steel 

Module length 4.1 m 

Fraction of nodule length used for 
breeding Z 3 3 U 

~»95X 

F i r s t wall radius 1.5 m 
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Tahle II (continued) 

Number of fuel zones 2 

Fuel zone volume fractions: 

Beryllium (3.0 cm O.D. pebbles) 44% 

Lithium 40? 

Thorium (including bred f issi le) 16* 

Ferrlt lc steel 2% 

Thickness of each fuel zone 20 cm 

Lithium reflector thickness 30 cm 

Blanket outer radius 2.3* m 

Shield thickness 75 cm 

Magnet Inner bore 6.7 m 

Macnet pitch 4 m 

Number of coolant outlet pipes 20 each 

Heat Transfer, Power Flow, and Thermal Design Parameters 
(at maximum 'blanket H) 

Neutron wall loading 1.72 HW/m2 

Coolant Lithium 
(3X 6L1) 

Maximum thermal power per blanket 208 HW 
module 
Coolant inlet temperature 275°C 

Coolant outlet temperature 425°C 

Lithium flow rate per module 0.69 m 3/ 
sec 

Lithium pressure drop 2.6 MPa 
(370 psi 

Maximum lithium pump power 
(per moduli) 

1.8 MW 
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Table I I (continued) 

Maximum f i rs t wall pressure 1,7 MPa 

(225 psi) 

Minimum f i rst wall temperature 302°C 

Maximum f i rs t wall temperature 353°C 

Maximum structure temperature 425°C 

Maximum beryllium surface temperature 4I0°C 

Maximum beryllium Internal temperature 445°C 

Maximum beryllium AT ~70°C 

Nuclear Design Parameters (at fu l l power and 10(1 percent capacity factor) 

Net f iss i le breeding ratio 0,84 

Net trit ium breeding ratio 1.06 

Minimum blanket energy multiplication 1.71 

Maximum blanket energy multiplication 3-17 

Maximum thorium power density 70 Vl/cm3 

Maximum beryllium power density 9.1 W/cm3 

Maximum lithium power density 4,5 W/CM3 

Zone 1 fuel residence time 316 fu l l 
power days 

Zone 2 "fuel residence time 632 fu l l 
power days 

Average uranium discharge concentration 1.00% 

Average protactinium discharge 0.051 
concentration 

Average fission rate per fusion 0.09 

Average fission hurnup at fuel ~1000 
discharge KWD/MTHM 

• 
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fuel pebhles (3 cm O.D. beryllium pebbles with thorium snap-rings) are loaded 

into the top of the blanket and discharged at the bottom in a batch process. 

The breeding performance is excellent for two reasons. F i rs t , the design 

features a high volume fraction of high efficiency neutron mult ipl iers. The 

bed volume fractions in Figure 1 include 44 percent beryllium, " 40 percent 

l i th ium, and 16 percent thorium - al l excellent neutron mul t ip l iers . 8 The 

remainder of the fuel zones following the wall 1s less than 2 percent steel. 

Second, the design effectively suppresses the fissioning in the blanket. Fast 

fissioning is suppressed due to neutron moderation in the beryllium and the 

low thorium volume fract ion. Thermal and epithermal fissions 1n the bred ^ 3 3U 

are suppressed due to both fuel discharge at low f i ss i le concentration (<1 

percent 2 3 3 U 1n the small volume of thorium) and thermal neutron depletion 

(due to the large 1/v neutron absorption cross section of L i . 

As a result, f ission product inventories and decay afterheat levels 1n 

the fuel are very low. In fact, as shown 1r> Figure 2, the fission product 

decay afterheat is a relatively minor contribution to the total afterheat. 

Rather, the afterheat associated with actinide decay through the chain 

„ +

 Z 3 2Th • 2 3 3Th X . Z33Pa - J U 2 3 3 U 
23 m 27 d 

dominates the overall afterheat level . Typical f ission product levels 1n the 

discharge fuel are only about 1000 ppm in thorium, or roughly one-thirt ieth 

that of LWR discharge fue l . The reduced fission product afterheat is uniquely 

associated with fission-suppressed blankets since fast- f ission blankets, with 

a) Lithium is not, in a s t r i c t sense, a neutron mult ip l ier . However, i ts Li 
(n.n'orH reaction results in t r i t ium breeding without the loss of a neutron. 
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blanket energy multiplications of about 10, increase the f ission rate by an 

order of magnitude. 

The use of a mobile fuel form ( i . e . , the composite beryllium/thorium 

pehbles), with provision to discharge the fuel to an independently cooled dump 

tank should the need arise, results In important reactor safety benefits. In 

addition to the primary coolant loop, the dump tank/fuel handling system 

piping and valving, shown schematically in Figure 3, provide a coolant flow 

sufficient to remove the decay afterheat. Therefore, double redundancy of the 

Internal cooling systems can he provided,, Independent shield and f i r s t wall 

coding systems can also cool the blanket internals from the exterior sur

faces, providing a th i rd level of redundancy. 

The composite beryl 11 urn/thorium pebble fuel form provides several 

additional advantages. The beryllium and thorium can be uniformly mixed 

throughout thf blanket - an advantage with respect to the nuclear breeding 

performance. Also, the design 1s relatively Insensitive to low levels of 

volumetric swelling in tho beryllium, since i t can he circulated periodically 

and the packing density of the bed, although hfgh, 1s low enough to 

accommodate some growth (typically 0.1 percent linear growth occurs over the 

0.9 f u l l power year irradiat ion cycle). Final ly, the small size of the 

pebbles (1.5 cm radius) l imits the thermal and di f ferent ial swelling induced 

stress levels in the beryllium - key l i fet ime determinates. Our results 

indicate that an average beryllium in-core l i fetime in excess of three years 

should be achievable, but that more materials data and fiore accurate models 

are required before a definit ive l i fet ime estimate wi l l be possible.V 5r 9J 

I I .B . Blanket Materials Selection 

Several key choices of materials and operating l imits were made early in 
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the study. These included the choice of a structural material and neutron 

fluence limit and the choice of a primary coolant and operating temperature 

limit. 

For structural support, both ferrlt ic steels [e.g.,1? Cr-1 Mo (HT-9) or 

2-1/i Cr-1 Mo] and austlnitlc steels [e.g., titanium modified 316-stalnless 

steel (PCA)] were considered. As shown in Table I I I , ( 1 6 ) ferrlt ic steels 

provide several advantages: 

• lower swelling 

• lower thermal stress 

• lower Irradiation creep 

• lower corrosion in liquid metals 

Most Importantly, assuming a displacement damage accumulation rate of 15 

dpa/MW-yr, a 190 dpa radiation lifetime Implies a maximum blanket l i fe for the 

reference fusion breeder blanket of 10.6 calender years. Even if a full year 

Is required to replace blanket assemblies at enrt-of-Hfe (much longer than 

previous estimates), ' 1 0 '* 1^ the impact upon average plant capacity could st i l l 

be less than 10 percent. 

In comparison, recent fusion-electric reactor and blanket 

s tudiesQl i iL l 6 ) postulate much higher neutron wall loads (approximately 5 

MW/fr/) t 0 achieve compact fusion reactor cores. Requirements for high 

allowable fluences and/or quick blanket replacement will be increased several-

fold In comparison with the fusion breeder. 

The key issues associated with the choice of a ferrftlc steel structure 

are as follows; 

• elevation of the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) above 

room temperature 

• a requirement for post-weld heat treatment to re-establish mechanical 

properties 

17 



Table III . 

Summary of Structural Materials Assessment 

(from Reference 16) 

Austinlt ic Steel 
Candidate Alloys 

FerMtlc Steel 
PCA-CH 

"Vanadium 
HT-9 7-15 Cr - 5 Ti 

Thermal stress factor 
HU/mz-m (500°C) 

Maximum surface heat 
f lux , MW/m

2a 

Design stress l imi t 

3.2 

0.3 

4.8 

0.4 

550°C 
100 dpa, 

Maximum allowable 
temperature, °C 
(-0.5 Tm) ( i r rad i 
ation embrlttlement) 

100 

550 

155 

550 

9.8 

1.8 

165 

720 

Lithium Corrosion rate 
500»C, mg/i/ • h b 

at Lithium Corrosion rate 
500»C, mg/i/ • h b 60 2 <0,01 

Radiation lifetime 100 DPA (5PD°C) 190 DPAd 220 DPAC 

(swelling) (5«) 

Critical design • Limited lifetime • Weld procedure • R40 
Issues (swelling) (PWHT) requirements 

• High thermal • DBTT above RT • Held procedure 
s trass • Operating (Inert 

• Liquid metal temperature envl roronent) 
corrosion limit • Oxidation 

• Radiation creep • Liquid metal character
i- Operating temper t embrltt lenient istics 

ature limit High T pertnea-
• Ferromagnetic latlon rates 

Properties • Costs 

aIdeal1zed f l a t plate 5 mm thick with 50°C f i lm coeff icient, T o u t - 400°C. 
bPreH1cted for 1.5 m/s. 
cNot well defined, may be higher. 
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• Increased loads due to the ferromagnetic properties of the alloy 

Regarding the first Issue, I t 1s Important that the DBTT be maintained at less 

than the blanket operating temperature. This requires that the minimum 

operating temperature for irradiated structure be above 290°C and that the 

minimum coolant temperature 1n the reference design be greater than 275°C. 

Although the operating DBTT will In this case be above room temperature, 

experimental results Indicate that prior to normal shutdown, the blanket 

structure can be annealed at approximately 450°C for approximately 4fi hours 

such that the DBTT will be returned to below room temperature.'XsiD Typical 

calculations of the change <n DBTT and the expected effects of annpaling are 

shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The Increase in wall load from 1.3 MW/m̂  (shown 

in the figure) to 1.7 MW/rn̂  1s not expected to change these results In a 

qualitative sense. 

The choice of liquid lithium as the blanket coolant derives from several 

advantages. Lithium has been shown to be less corrosive than Pb-L1 Li^Pbgj 

in the 400 to 500°C operating rangeQi' and Its use is less likely to result 

1n heat exchanger tube plugging or other damaging mass transfer mechanisms. 

Lithium also has a (inch higher tritium solubility than Pb-Li so that normal 

tritium releases will be very low while allowing for efficient tritium 

extraction.^—'i?) Finally, lithium 1s lighter than the beryl 11 um-thor1uin 

fuel pebbles while Pb-LI 1s heavier. This 1s an Important consideration for 

fusion breeder blanket fuel management and safely because the gravity dump 

feature anticipates that the heavier fuel will not become uncovered during 

discharge. 

Although the potential for radioactivity releases via the strong reaction 

between lithium and water 1s a clear concern, i t is our considered opinion 

that liquid lithium systems can be designed to operate more reliably than 
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lead-Hthlum systems and w i l l have the advantage of lower normal t r i t lu r , 

releases. An acceptable level of l ithium safety appears to be achievable 

based upon the development of l iquid sodium coolant safety systems in the 

LHFRR program.\li§J A recognition that fusion breeder reactors wouH not, 

most l i ke ' y , be sited near population centers (hut, rather, . i n remote 

safeguarded fuel cycle centers) provides additional motivation for the choice 

of a l iquid l ithium coolant. 

The choice of thorium metal as a fe r t i l e fuel form rather than thorium 

dioxide (thoria) or another thorium form is primarily based upon fuel cycle 

considerations. Specif ical ly, thorium metal 1s less expensive to reprocess 

using conventional aquecis or advanced pyrochemlcal techn1ques.(l±£2J There 

1s, however, a concern regarding the potential for sol id-sol id chemical 

reactions (Th-Be, Th-Th self welding) and/or f ission product release In the 

l iquid metal b a t h . t i l l ' ] f these effects are substantial, then the use of a 

thin coating (Mo, Tn02, ThC, or TiC) should be investigated. 

Similar ly, there is a concern relative to Be-Be self-welding which might 

result in pebble st icking. In this case the use of a th in beryllium coating 

(BejjFe, BejjCr, Be-̂ Mo) can be Investigated as a nuans of mitigating both Be 

" and Be-Th Interactions. Although some experfmefrtal work has b*>en conciucted to 

determine the extent of chemical Interactions for the reference fusion breeder 

blanket,(2) more work In this area 1s needed. Our choice of 425;>C as the 

maximum blanket temperature should be conservative with respect to materials 

compatibility issues. 
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Finally, I t should be noted that the use of a vanadium alloy 1n the 

fusion hreeder blanket would allow higher operating temperatures, providing 

benefits in several areas (lower pressure drops, higher thermal efficiency, 

higher safety margin). This more advanced option has not heen considered 1n 

detail, but Its application to the fusion breeder Is clearly no more diff icult 

than its application to the self-cooled lithium/vanadium fusion-electric 

blankets for which i t has been proposed.\I£) 
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I l l , KEY DESIGN AREAS 

Several features of the reference fusion breeder design are discussed in 

more detail in this section. Each of these was addressed as a "special topic" 

durinn 1<3R3-I984(ir£t£) after the initial design concept was developed during 

i982.fi.' The Intent of this section 1s to Introduce the reader to the unique 

design and analysis issues associated with the reference fusion breeder 

blanket described in the previous Section. 

I I I .A. Nuclear Design and Fuel Management 

The economic attractiveness of the fusion breeder 1s strongly dependent 

upon its ability to supply excess neutrons for fissile breeding above and 

beyond the requirement for tritium self-sufficiency. Consequently, the 

nuclear performance of the reference fusion breeder blanket continues to be a 

primary focus in design studies. 

Beryllium, t^e principal constituent 1n the reference blanket, is a Mery 

strong neutron energy moderating material. Consequently, local 

heterogeneities and resonance self-shielding in the thorium have been 

recognized as being very Important to the development of a realistic estimate 

of the net breeding performance. Tacnikowski \ l i ' was the first to point out 

thet the fusion breeder blanket, as originally defined in 1982 [55 volume 

percent Be, 3 t Th (including bred 2 3 3 U ) , 40 * Li (0.2 a/o fili] would produce 

substantially more tritium, less " 3 U and more energy than had been expected 

prior to consideration of resonance self-shielding effects. Later, 1t was 

shown l̂i---̂ — i that by increasing the thorium volume fraction 1n the bed, i t 

would be possible to both Increase fissile production relative to tritium 
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production ami lower the energy multiplication of the blanket. 

The calculations! method used to select the optimal thorium volume 

fraction and estimate the breeding performance of the reference breeder 

involves the use of a 1-0 ANISN(ii) blanket model with a LAW. version of 

ENDF/B-H' and V cross sections'^ which were adjusted to account for 

resonance self-shielding and spatial self-shielding effects. The 1-D results 

were then adjusted to account for multidimensional effects (e.g., the sides of 

each blanket module) by comparison with previous 2-D TARTNP Monte Carlo models 

of the reference blanket.'—' 

The 1-D results were also compared with the results of a 1-0 Monte Carlo 

analysis using the LLNL ALICE Code f i^ and ENDL nuclear dataMD The 

beryllium cross section data in ENDL has been compared with recent 

experimental data at LLNL'—' and was found to be adequate for design purposes. 

The resulting nuclear performance is shown in Figure 5, where the net 

fissile production (Including losses due to 1n-situ fissioning) anrf energy 

multiplication are estimated as a function of the thorium concentration in the 

blanket. (5) The results Indicate that by Increasing the thorium concentration 

from 3 percent to 16 percent, the net fissile production will nearly double, 

while the maximum blanket energy multiplication, ft, will decrease 

significantly. Beyond approximately 16 percent, the fissile production ceases 

to Increase and the energy begins to rise as "^Th (n,f) reactions become more 

Important. 

As shown 1n the figure, and in Table IV (where the beglnning-of-cycle, 

end-of-cycle, and average performance are shown), a 1 percent "3y average 

discharge enrichment, e^, has been selected for the reference blanket. The 

optimal discharge enrichment is a function of the fissile recovery cost (which 

favors a high e^), the carrying cost for maintaining an inventory of fissile 

material In the blanket (which favors a low e )̂ and other factors such as 
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Figure 5. 
Net Fissile Production and Blanket Energy Multiplication 

versus Thorium Concentration for Fixed Tritium 
Breeding (T = 1.06} 
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Table IV. 

Nuclear Performance for 16 Percent Thorium and 

1 Percent 7 3 3 n Average Discharge Enrichment 

BOC E0C a Average 

Net f i ss i l e breeding per 0.834 0.853 0.844 

fusion 

Blanket energy multiplication ^ 1.71 

Tritium breeding 1.06 

Ideal 6 Li enrichment (*) 3.4 

Thorium fissions (1.033 
Uranium fissions 0 

a l percent 2 3 3 U plus 0.05 percent 2 3 3 Pa in thorium, 

"blanket energy per fusion divided by 14.1 MeV 

3.17 2.44 

1.06 1.06 

2.6 3.0 

0.035 0.034 

0.107 0.053 
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criticality and the effects of an Increased blanket power swing over the fuel 

residence time. In general, ed values 1n the range 0,5 to 1.0 have been 

considered for fusion breeder blankets with hatch fueling. The lower value is 

most appropriate when inexpensive fissile recovery techniques such as 

pyrochemical reprocessing'—' are available. 

The blanket energy multiplication, M, for each individual blanket module 

varies between 1.71 and 3,17 over a fuel residence period which is split into 

two halves. Specifically, fuel would be removed from the inner breeding after 

each 45 full power week Irradiation period. After the first half cycle, the 

blanket M will Increase to approximately 2,9. A fresh load of fuel would then 

be placed into the Inner zone such that 1t and the outer zone would be 

Irradiated for an additional 45 week period prior to the discharge of <uel 

from both zones. Immediately prior to discharge, the maximum blanket H of 

3.17 would occur. 

The large power swing indicated above is not desirable for the fusion 

breeder as a whole because, for a fixed fusion power, i t results in an under

utilized thermal power conversion system (at BOC) as well as the Institutional 

difficulties associated with producing different levels of electricity at 

different points 1n the cycle. Fortunately, this problem can be greatly 

reduced 1f the 32 blanket modules of the central cell are divided into four 

groups of differing fuel zone maturity (but identical design). In this case, 

shown in Figure 6, 1f three-eighths of the fuel is discharged each 22.5 full 

power week ( i . e . , at quarter-intervals of the full fuel residence period). By 

staggering the fuel zone maturity in this way, the system power swing can be 

limited to the range of M values between 2.14 and 2.74. Taking 2.44 as the 

average value, the resulting power swing is only *12 percent (rather that; ±30 

percent for an individual blanket). 
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An overall fuel management cycle, reflecting the above strater.y for 

minimizing the power swing, and achieving an average plant avaflabllity factor 

of 70 percent, Is shown 1n Table V. This cycle would Include a 1 week down 

tfnt? allocation between each 22.5 full power week (26.5 calendar week) cycle 

to allow for fuel changeout and scheduled maintenance. After four such cycles 

(25.4 months) an extended down time allocation of 18.6 weeks (4.3 months) 1s 

provided for major maintenance including changeout of 8 of the 3? hlanket 

modules. Thus the replacement Irradiation dose for a blanket module would he 

4 x 4 x 22.5 = 360 full power weeks at 1.72 MW/m2, or 11.9 MW-yr/m2. Assuming 

a structural damage rate of 15 dpa per MW-yr/m ,̂ the replacement damage 1s 

below the 190 dpa limit discussed earlier. 

I l l .B . Liquid Hetal Coolant Flow 

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effects which result from the use of liquid 

metal coolants Include the modification of flow profiles (including the 

suppression of turbulence) and increases in the primary loop pressure drop and 

the hydrostatic pressure at the first wall of the blanket. In the reference 

fission-suppressed tandem mirror fusion breeder design concept, the surface 

heat flux 1s very low and heat transfer limitations due to flow profile 

modification are a relatively minor concern, but the required first wall 

structure thickness is directly related to the MHD pressure drop in flowing 

the liquid lithium coolant. As such, i t Is a major concern which directly 

impacts fissile breeding efficiency. 

One equation that blanket designers can use with confidence to calculate 

liquid metal MHD pressure drops 1s for Hartmann flow in a simple circular or 

rectangular channel. However, large uncertainties s t i l l exist for the 

following, more complicated, flow configurations which occur in the reference 

fusion breeder blanket: 
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Table V. Fusion Breeder Operational Cycle This cycle would repeat every 1.85 calendar years 

(represent ing three-quar ters of a f u l l pe r iod ) . 

Operat1 on 
Fuel 
Change Operat1 on 

Fuel 
Change Operat1 on 

Fuel 
Change 

Bl 
CI 
(8 

lanket 
lange 
modules) 0p< sratlon 

Fuel 
Change 

Duration 
(CY) 

0.51 0.02 0.51 0.02 0.51 0.02 0.36 0.51 0.02 

Duration 
(calendar 
weeks) 

26.5 1 26.5 1 26.5 1 18.6 26.5 1 

Capacity 
factor {%) 

85 0 85 0 85 0 0 85 0 

Equivalent 
number of full 
power weeks 

22.5 0 22.5 0 22.5 0 0 22.5 0 
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• Flow through a packed pebble bed. 

• Flow through bends (for both legs perpendicular to the B-f1eld and one 

leg perpendicular). 

• Flow through a B-field gradient. 

• Flow through channels with varying conducting wall thickness. 

I Flow at an angle to the magnetic f ield. 

• Flow through contractions, expansions, and distribution plena. 

• Flow through ducts which incorporate electrically insulating materials. 

Although we are reasonahly confident regarding the ability to flow liquid 

metals in this design ( i . e . , the magnetic field of 4.7 T and neutron wall load 

• of 1.72 MW/nr are low compared with those expected in a tokamak), i t is clear 

that an experimental confirmation of pressure drop scaling In the relevant 

flow regime will be required. 

I I I . B . l Packed Bed Pressure Drop 

Because the packed bed flow 1s unique to this design, an improved model 

for the packed bed pressure drop has been developed.^.' By considering 

"spatial averages of the electric fields, currents, and fluid flow velocities, 

the general electro-hydrodynamic equations have been reduced to simple 

expressions for the pressure drop. These expressions Involve a constant which 

reflects unknown details of the flow around the pebbles, but an energy app

roach has been used to attempt to bound the possible values of the constant, 

and thus the pressure drop. 

The geometry of interest 1s shown in Figure 7. A liquid metal coolant 

flows radially outward from the Inner surface at RQ (= 1.59 m) to the outer 

surface at Rj (= 1.99 m). The unperturbed magnetic field B0 (= 4.7 T) is 
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Figure 7. 
The Coordinates, Geometry, and Current Paths 

in the Reference Blanket. 
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assumed to be uniform, and Is oriented along the Z axis of the cylinder. The 

blanket 1s assumed to be segmented by perfectly conducting rari'al 

boundaries. With this boundary condition the average azlmuthal electric f ie ld 

1s zero in the blanket. This 1s equivalent to having no radial boundaries at 

a l l . 

The nonlinear di f ferent ial equations of electro-hydrodynamics result in a 

simple linear di f ferent ial equation for the pressure drop I f : 

• the flow is laminar, 

t variations in the magnetic f ie ld are negligible on the scale length of 

a pebble, 

• iner t ia l forces are small comparer! to the magnetic force, 

• viscous forces are small compared to the magnetic force. 

These cr i ter ia are satisfied in the reference blanket because the Reynolds 

number, Re, the magnetic Reynolds number, Rm, the Hartmann number, H, and the 

magnetic interaction number, N, satisfy the following c r i te r ia : 

Re = d<U>£ < 5 x 1 0 5 B„ • f l ) 
n o 

Rm = o<U> y d « 1, (2) 

H = dBo ( J ) 1 / 2 » 1. (3) 

« " • B J ??0> » *• '«> 

where d is the pebble diameter (3 cm), <U> Is the average coolant speed 

(= 4,5 cm/s at the inner radius), and p, n. a, v are the coolant density, the 

absolute viscosity, electr ical conductivity, and the magnetic permeability 
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(given by 486 kg/m*. 3.8 * 10"^ kg/m/s, 3.2 * 10° mho/m, and «ir • 10"' H/m, 

respectively). The numerical constant on the right hand side of fq. (1) was 

suggested by Hoffman and Carlson for flows with H < 2000 and BQ given 1n 

Tes la . ' i^ The average radial speed <U> of the coolant in the pebble bed 

blanket Is inversely proportional to the pebble bed void fraction e. The void 

fraction has a theoretical minimum of 0.25 for spherical pehhles, but for 

random packing a more likely vali'fi 1s 0.4. 

The above criteria being satisfied, the momentum and field equations 

reduce to 

tP = Hf x ft (5) 

an'' 

A x ft = u3 (6 ) 

where ? is the pressure in the fluid, J is the current density, and the 

subscript f denotes fluid quantities. Averaged over the blanket, the pressure 

gradient is radial and the currents 1n the fluid and pebbles are azimuthal. 

The average a2irmithal current in the fluid follows from Ohm's law: 

<J>f = o f <U> B (K-l), (7) 

where K is defined as the ratio of the average electric field 1n the fluid 

divided by <U>B. The quantity K is an intrinsic property of only the pebble-

to-fluid conductivity ratio, the volume fraction e, and the boundary 

conditions on either the average azimuthal current or electric f ield. This 
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constant can be evaluated precisely 1f the local flow field can he precisely 

descrlhed. However, because of the complex nature of the local flow field, 1t 

will suffice to point out that K 1s between zero and unity. 

The magnetic Induction, 8, follows from an Integration of Ampere's law. 

Before the Integration can take place, the boundary condition on the azlmuthal 

electric field <E> averaged over the blanket must be specified. The L.iundary 

condition of <E> = 0 leads to 

B ( P ) - 8 ( r jRmCl • K{S-in ( 8 ) 

0 Ro 

where S is the conductivity of the pebbles divided by that of the fluid. 

Having specified the average azlmuthal current in the fluid and the 

magnetic induction B, the momentum equation can be integrated for the average 

pressure drop across the blanket: 

« p > = «f V Bo R

0

 ( 1 - K ) Wi+k($-l)j f 9 ) 

The only quantity not yet precisely defined is the Intrinsic constant 

K. So far i t has only been stated that K 1s between zero and unity. As part 

of this analysis the energy equation was used to reduce the uncertainty in 

K. It was found that 

0< K< i / ( i + 1 | £ ) (10) 

Eq. (10) can be used to show the exponent In Eq. (9) is much less than unity, 

even 1f S + - . Thus, Eq. (9) reduces to 
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<iP> = c <UQ> B* R0 (1-K) ln{Rj/R0) (11) 

As a practical application of the above analysis, consider the rti'erence 

blanket. For beryllium pebbles and lithium coolant S 2. From Eqs". (10) and 

(11) 

1.2 MPa > < i P> > 0.6 MPa 

II.B.2 Pressure Drop Summary 

Pressure drop estimates for MHO flow over the entire blanket circuit are 

shown 1n Table VI . The estimates for flow outside of the packed hed are hased 

upon the various pressure drop terms described In References 2 and 2fl. 

A particular concern 1s the outlet plenum, where an Insulated plpe'-lii—' 

with an effective wall thickness of 1 imi 1s assumed. Although the simple, 

cylindrical geometry of the plena should be amenable to the development of 

such a component, Insulated piping concepts capable of surviving cyclic 

thermal and pressure loadings 1n a high radiation field could prove to be 

dif f icult . Interestingly, the Inlet plenum pressure drop is not a significant 

concern because 1t does not affect the first wall pressure, the key 

determinate of the overall hydrostatic loading of the blanket. 

The estimated first wall pressure of 1.6 MPa (232 ps1) can be 

accommodated by the blanket structural support without an excessive nautronlc 

penalty. The overall pressure drop of 2.6 MPa (377 psl) results in a peak 

pumping power of l.R MM per module at end-of-llfe (highest blanket energy 

multiplication). On average, less than 1 percent of the overall thermal power 

would be consLRed as liquid metal pump power. 
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Table V I . 

Summary of Overall HUD Pressure Drop Estimate 

Pa 

Inlet plenum3 7.3 • 105 

First wall 1.1 • 103 

Packed bed 1.2 ' 106 

Lithium reflector 3.4 • i n 4 

Outlet plenum and pipes9 l . i * i n 5 

Turns, contractions, expansions" 5.9 • 105 

Total 

expansions" 

2.6 • 106 

First wall pressure 1.6 • 10 6 

Pumping power (peak) 1.8 MW/mod. 

Pump / t herbal power0 0.9X 

Average pump/thermal power" 0.7* 

' Insulated pipe - 1 mm thick wall assumed. 
Assumed pressure drop coefficient K « 0.06 {see 
Reference 2 discussion). 

JjAt peak power. 
Over entire plant. 
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I I I .C . l Structural Design Requirements and Design Features 

In this section, the structural design approach Is discussed, the results 

of an axisymmetric structural model usert to estimate thermal and pressure 

stresses In an earlier version of the reference blanket are presented, and 

design improvements are suggested. These topics are described In more detail 

in References 2 and 5. 

The ferritle steel (HT-9) blanket structure is required to provide normal 

and transient stress levels which lead to an acceptable blanket lifetime of at 

least 4 to 5 full power years. At the same time, the design must provide a 

f irst wall (and intermediate wall) structure which is thin enough so that 

breeding performance 1n the blanket is maximized. Thirdly, the design must 

provide internal structure to serve as a zone separator and conduit for the 

mobile fuel. 

The structural loading of the reference blanket results from the sum of 

three contributions: 

• The HMD flow induced coolant pressure loading. 

• Thermally induced loads due to the radial variations in the coolant 

temperature ( i . e . , the hotter back wall expands more than the cooler 

f irst wall). 

• Dead weight gravity loads. 

In response to these loads, the blanket will deform elastically (and possibly 

plastically in localized areas), and will undergo volumetric swelling and 

irradiation creep, which will determine the structural lifetime. 

In order to increase stiffness and withstand the compressive buckling 

pressure due to the coolant, the first wall is connected to a thicker 

intermediate wall which separates the first wall coolant annuliis from the 
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ferti le fueled region. The connections between these two walls consist of 90 

radial ribs equally spaced around the first wall /intermediate wall assembly 

and extending the full length of the module (see Figure fl). By corrugating 

the first wall circumferentially, the first wall thickness of 0.36 cm is 

capable of withstanding the bending stresses. The 0.64 cm 'perforated 

Intermediate wall 1s also corrugated to increase the stiffness. A feature of 

the original design, shown in Figure 9, 1s the connection of the double shell 

f irst wall/intermediate wall assembly to the thick outer wall of the module 

via several radial support plates. These plates extend from the Intermediate 

wall, through the fuel zone separators and outer lithium plenum, to the outer 

wall of the module. The (~/cm) radial support plates are slrmliar to 

tubesheets 1n a heat exchanger. The plates are spaced exlally at approx

imately 30 cm Intervals to provide additional radial support to sustain the 

coolant pressure compressive load on the first wall/intermediate wall 

assembly. The spacing between radial supports 1s consistent with maintaining 

adequate space for the fuel pebbles to flow freely. As indicated 1n 

Figure 10, additional structure is required at the top and bottom of the 

blanket to guide the pebbles Into the blanket and out of the individual fuel 

zones. 

I I I .C.2 Stress Modeling 

As mentioned above, an axisymmetrle elastic stress model was used to 

estimate the steady state stress levels 1n the original (1982) version of the 

reference blanket. The model, consisting of plate and shell elements, is 

shown in Figure 11. It should be noted that the left hand side of. the model 

Is located at the axial midpoint of the blanket (symmetry condition) and that 

the right hand side represents the end of the module. As shown, some details 
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Figure 8. 
Structural Dimensions for the Reference Fusion Breeder 

Blanket Concept (not to scale). 
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of the blanket are omitted (e.g., coolant and fuel inlets and outlets), but 

the essential features of the Internal structure were Included. Dead weight 

loads were ignored, but are not expected to significantly Impact th* stress 

levels. 

The structural temperatures and coolant pressures associated with thp 

current version of the reference blanket ire compared with the earlier values 

in Figure 12. As shown, the coolant pressure loadings are somewhat higher 

than 1n the earlier version and the temperature differentials are somewhat 

greater. As a result, 1t 1s anticipated that stress levels will be 

substantially higher. 

As shown In Figure 13, the initial evaluation of stresses 1n the earlier 

version of the reference blanket far exceeded the allowable stress level for 

HT-9 {approximately 175 MPa for <425°C operation with negligible thermal 

creep). However, i t was found that two features of the init ial model led to 

the high stress levels: 

• The first and Intermediate wall were modeled as two Independent walls 

rather than as a composite. 

• The radial support plates were rigidly connected to the outer wall of 

the blanket. 

The composite wall not included 1n the Init ial stress model, hut has been 

anticipated 1n the design and does not imply a significant design change. The 

effect of rigid connections to the outer wall was not anticipated 1n the 

earlier design and does Imply a significant change in the current mechanical 

design. 

As shown in Figure 14, with a composite first wall /Intermediate wall and 

with a decoupled back wall, the stress levels for the earlier design can be 

reduced to below the allowables 1n all locations3 except the module side 
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Comparison of the Pressure and Thermal Loads Used 1n the 
Structural Model with Those of the Updated Reference Design. 
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Figure 13. 

Stress Map for Earlier Reference Design with Independent 

First Mall and Rigidly Connected Back Wall. 
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a I t should he noted that the Intermediate wall stresses, which fa l l 

between 110 and 16(1 HPa on Figure 14, are near the lower bound at the f i r s t 

wal l . This side wall was modeled as a 4 cm thick f la t plate, but would be 

replaced by an ~/cm thick e l l i p t i ca l end closure which would translate most of 

the bending stress to membrane stress. 

These more encouraging results for the earl ier design are expected to 

translate to the current design, despite I ts higher loading. Specif ical ly, 

the thermal stresses can be almost eliminated by decoupling the back wal l , and 

the pressure stresses are expected to be approximately 1.5 times as large, 

within the allowable l imi t of 175 MPa. 

A potential design solution which accomplishes the goal of decoupling the 

inter ior structure of the blanket 1s shown 1n Figure 15. This modification 

preserves the blanket fuel zoning, but features three nested mechanical 

assemblies: a f i r s t wall /second wall composite with a sp l i t (to reduce 

thermal stress) diaphragm defining the f i r s t fuel aone, a th i rd wall with a 

sp l i t concentric diaphragm (second fuel zone), and a fourth wall and sp l i t 

diaphragm (lithium outlet plenum). The entire internal assembly is supported 

by gravity (close tolerance not required) and fabrication of the modular 

blanket should be nuch easier. This improved option (or a similar variant) 

w i l l replace the original blanket Internal structure of the reference design. 

I l l . D . Beryllium/Thorium Pebble Fuel Element 

In this section, Issues related to the use of beryl Hum/thorium fuel 

elements are reviewed. These issues include heryllium resources, fuel element 

design options, l i fetime considerations, and fabrication technologies. These 
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Figure 14. 

Stress Model for Earlier Reference Design with Composite 
First Wall/Intermediate Mall and Decoupled Outer Wall. 
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topics are described In more detail 1n References 2, 5, 8, 9, and 29. 

III.0.1 Beryllium Resources 

Recent estimates of economically recoverable beryllium resources are 
shown In Table VII. <!£' When compared with an expected cumulative U.S. 
beryllium usage by the year 2000 of only 8000 MT, 1t Is clear that a large 
fraction of the beryllium resource will be available for fusion applications. 

The beryllium requirements for the reference fusion breeder are given In 
Table VIII and are compared with the resource estimates In Table IX. Without 
recycle, the beryllium throughput 1s so large that beryllium makeup 
requirements can seriously Impact resource availability. Beryllium will have 
to be recycled and losses cannot exceed a few percent for long term service 
(e.g., over 200 years). 

Estimates of the electric power generation capacity which can be 
supported by half of the nominal domestic resources are shown in Table X. 
These estimates Indicate that, with efficient recycle, fusion breeders using 
beryllium multiplier blankets can easily support over 1000 GW e of electric 
power production (Including their own) for over .200 years into the future - a 
period roughly corresponding to the period from tha beginning of the 
1ndj£tr1al revolution until today. 

Ill.0.2 Pebble Design Considerations 
Three beryllium/thorium composite fuel candidates ere shown in 

Figure 16. Each has advantages and disadvantages. Candidate A, a solid 
thorium pin, which 1s nested In the core of the beryllium pebble using alloy 
steel clips, has the advantage of separating the beryllium and thorium (small 

lithium filled gap), thus limiting possible IntermetalUc compound (Bei3Th) 
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Table VI I . 

Beryllium Resource Data 

(Metric Tons) 

United States Worl<tb 

Reserves Resources8 Reserves Resources' 

U.S. Bureau of Mines 25,000 73,000 530,000 1,535,000 

U.S. Geological Survey 55,000 282,000 234,000 1,110,000 

Nominal Estimate 55,000 150,000 300,000 1,180,000 

^Includes Reserves 
"Includes U.S. 

Table V I I I . 
Beryllium Requirements for the Reference Fusion Breeder 

Total fuel zone volume 550 m 3 

Beryllium/thorium pebble volume 330 m 3 

Beryllium/thorium pebble quantity 23 • 10 6 

Beryllium volume 242 m 3 

Beryllium mass 445 HT 

Average beryllium residence t1me a 1.65 yr 

Annual pebble throughput8 14 • 10 6 y r - 1 

Annual beryllium mass throughput8 265 MT/yr 

a) conservative. Assumes beryllium retahrlcatlon following each pass through 
the blanket 
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Table IX. 
Summary of Contributions to Beryllium Requirements 

for the Reference Fusion Breeder 

Annual 
(HT/yr ] 

30-Year 
Life 
Cycle 
(MT) 

As Fraction 
of Nominal 
Domestic" 

Resource (I) 

Initial inventory — 450 0.30 

Bumup 0.4 11 0.01 

Makeup {1.65 yr l i fe ) 

No recycle 265 7,950 5.30 

Recycle (7% loss) 19 560 0.37 

Recycle (1? loss) 2.7 52 0.05 

Table X. 
Results of the Beryllium Resource Assessment 

for Fusion Breeder Applications 
[U.S. Electrical Capacity Which Can Be Supported (GWe) by 

Domestic Resources] 

Beryllium 
Lifetime Fusion Economy Without 

With Recycle Loss of 

(yr) Duration (yr) Recycle 7t IS 0* 

1 30 131 1026 1824 2095 
60 69 679 1065 2079 

200 21 262 1030 2013 
2 30 255 1645 2535 2785 

60 133 1164 2307 2760 
200 41 490 1624 2640 

5 30 587 2583 3312 3475 
60 320 2040 3128 3434 

200 104 1030 2486 3252 
10 30 1030 318c 3687 3786 

60 593 2723 3549 3738 
200 200 1624 3020 3524 
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formation between the two metals.'—' However, the large heat generation in 

the thorium cl ip drives a temperature gradient from the center to the outer 

surface of the beryllium pebble, possibly shortening the beryllium lifetime by 

causing di f ferent ial swelling induced stresses. 

The scroll pin fuel form (candidate fi) has the advantage that.the steel 

clips (which raises mass transfer issues of their own) are eliminated, but 

does not seek to inhibit the Be-Th Interaction and continues to drive heat 

through the beryllium pebble. 

The snap-ring fuel form (candidate C), which was selected as a baseline, 

also places beryllium 1n contact with thorium, but maintains a very uniform 

temperature prof i le 1n the beryllium pebble (see Figure 17). I f Be-Th 

interactions are shown to be excessive, then e diffusion barrier (e .g. , 

molybdenum on thorium or TIC on beryllium) should be investigated. I t would 

also be possible to adapt the alloy spring to an outside thorium r ing. The 

beryllium/thorium fuel element, slzad for current reference conditions, 1s 

shown 1n Figure 18. The pebble consists of 27 volume percent thorium 1n a 

3.5 mm thick r ing. The maximum temperature difference for a pebble at the 

front of the blanket is 40°C. 
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I I I .D.3 Beryllium Lifetime 

In a functional sense, the beryllium l i fet ime must exceed the fuel 

residence time (325 fu l l power days in inner fuel zone, 630 f u l l power days 1n 

outer zon,1). These minimum requirements imply a radioactive beryllium r^cyc)e 

rate of ?65 MT/yr, or_ l& mi l l ion 3 cm O.D, pehhles per year _or_ 0.5 

pebbles/second. This requirement is within the realm of developable tech

nological capability for automated fabrication of low tolerance parts '^ ' and 

Is not expected to be prohibitively expensive (roughly $40 mil l ion in direct 

capital cost for process plant with above capacity), but a longer l i fetime 

w i l l reduce the throughput, providing some advantage. 

The l i fet ime of a beryllium pebble is determined by some combination of 

the effects l isted below: 

« Corrosion in the lithium/thorium/steel environment. 

# Thermally induced di f ferent ial swelling. 

• Loss of duc t i l i t y . 

The f i r s t of these was mentioned earl ier and appears to be amenable to 

solution. The second and third effects can work together to result in pebble 

cracking and possible fa i lu re . 

More speci f ical ly, beryllium pebbles are expected to swell at the rate 

indicated 1n Figure 19.'—' As shown, the threshold temperature for high 

swelling occurs between 300°C and 500°C depending upon the helium dose. For 

the reference blanket conditions, a 316 fu l l power day residence time at a 

1.7 MW/m? neutron wall load w i l l result i n about 5600 appm helium production 

In the front of the blanket,*—' where the peak temperature w i l l be 400°C and 

the minimum beryllium temperature (Figure 18) w i l l be 360°C. The volumetric 

swelling for each position w i l l be low (about 0.3 percent (aV/V)) and wi l l be 

nearly ident ical . Therefore, in the reference design regime thermally induced 
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differential swelling is not expected to be an issue. This conclusion also 

holds for the outer fuel zone, where temperatures are higher hut closer 

together and the helium production rate is much lower. 

I f , however, we str ive for a longer l ifetime of, perhaps, 5 fu l l power 

years, then the situation becomes more complex. Specif ical ly, for-the above 

conditions, the helium generation would be about 30,000 appm and temperature 

induced di f ferent ial swelling stresses w i l l become important ahove about 

350°C. In such cases, i t is believed that the core of the pebble w i l l swell 

more, expanding the outer skin unt i l i t cracks due to fracture toughness 

l im i ts . Very conservative models of this mechanism have been used to estimate 

an average-over-blanket beryllium l i fet ime 1n excess of 3.4 f u l l power years 

(over twice assumed l i fe t ime), assuming a 50 percent stress relaxation due to 

thermal and/or i rradiat ion creep. Higher fracture toughnesses than assumed 

(12 MPa • m*' ? ) , or stress re l ief due to shallow cracking are additional 

mechanisms which could further extend the beryllium ' I fet lme. This fai lure 

mechanism is highly interactive and requires 1n-core f ission testing to better 

understand the fai lure mode. 

III.E. Reactor Safety 
In this section, reactor safety considerations for the reference fusion 

breeder blanket are reviewed. Safety goals and objectives are discussed, the 

features of several reactor safety systems are defined, and the results of a 

preliminary probabil istic risk assessment are discussed. I t should be noted 

that the later act iv i ty was performed with an eye towards Identifying those 

accident scenarios wMcb deserve increased attention rather than as an 

exercise to provide a quantified estimate of the Integrated r isk. Safety 

topics are described in more detail in References ?, 5, and 6. 
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I I I . E . l Safety Requirements and Goals 

In comparison with fusion-electric power generation, fusion breeders are 

characterized by higher radioactivity inventories and higher decay afterheat 

levels. However, fusion hreeder safety must be considered in the context nf 

the overall fusion-fission e lect r ic i ty generation. Specif ically, t*e 

following system level fpatjres should be noted: 

• The much larger e lect r ic i ty generation system would he dominated by 

f ission reactors. 

• The fusion hreeder could be located far from population centers in 

dedicated fuel cycle centers. 

Thus, a logical overall requirement for fusion breeder safety is that i t not 

detract from the safety of the entire f ission reactor dominated system. In 

practice, this implies that the Integrated risk (measured in Rem/kWe-H) should 

be roughly equal t o , or less than that of the cl ient f ission reactors (e.g., 

LWRs). In contrast, fusion-electric reactors, which are l ikely to be located 

near population centers and are l ikely to be substantially more expensive than 

f ission reactors, must provide demonstrated safety and environmental advan

tages. These advantages can Include some combination of "passive" safety, low 

radio-nuclide Inventory, low activation structural materials, etc. 

Although safety requirements are relaxed for the fusion hreeder relative 

to the fusion-electric application, ambitious safety goals have been 

established. These include the use of multiple, redundant safety systems and 

the use of one or mare passively cooled fuel dump tanks as an eltimate safety 

system. 
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I I I .E.? Safety Issues, resign Features, and Subsystems 

The leading causes for concern regarding blanket safety are those 

mechanisms by which "stored energy" can result in the release of radioactive 

products into the environment. Four potential sources of stored energy have 

been ident i f ied. 

• Nuclear energy which might he released i f the reactivity of * U in the 

thorium fuel were to increase. 

• Mechanical stored energy due to helium production 1n the Irradiated 

beryllium which can be released via pebhle expansion 1f blanket 

temperatures become excessive. 

• Chemical stored energy Jn the l iquid l ithium coolant which can he 

released In the event of a l i thium f i r e . 

• Nuclear decay afterheat in the fuel (see Figure Z) and structure which 

is continuously released after shutdown. 

Each of these energy sources is discussed in the following subsections. 

Design features and safety subsystems which are intended to l imi t the 

possibi l i ty of radioactive release tre also reviewed. 

I I I .E.2.a Nuclear React iv i ty/Crl t ical l ty 

There is a concern that, should some or al l of the lithium coolant (which 

is a strong neutron absorber) be removed from a blanket module (either by leak 

or faulty procedure), then the reactivity of the remaining 

bery l l ium/ thor ium/"^ pebble bed w i l l increase. This situation 1s easily 

controllable (e.g. , reactor t r i p on excessive coolant outlet temperature), 

except when the ^ "U concentration is so high that, in the absence of the 

l ithium coolant, the c r i t l ea l l t y coeff icient, KB, exceeds 1.0. For the 

reference fusion breeder blanket, neutronics calculations indicate that a ? 3 3 U 
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discharge concentration below 5 percent is expected to satisfy the ahove 

subcr i t ical i ty requirement. Thus, c r i t i ca l i t y Is not an issue. 

I I I .E.2.h Pehhle Expansion 

A rapid increase in the blanket temperature could lead to a rapid 

increase 1n heryllium volume which could conceivably lead t.o a fuel blockage 

and/or rupture of the contents of one or more blanket modules. As indicated 

in Figure 19, this concern may not he Important Tor the reference conditions 

(approximately 5600 appm fmaximum)) because the net linear expansion f*r a 

blanket temperature excursion to 9nn°C (for which structural Integrity is 

assumed to be lost in any case) would result in a linear growth (*A&At) of 

less than 0.5 percent, or only 0.2 cm across the entire blanket zone. Pebble 

expansion would become a serious issue i f an ~5 yr beryllium l i fet ime were 

specified. 

III.E.2.C Lithium Fire 

The consequences of a lithium f i re could be the fai lure of an overheated 

structure, with the consequent release of volat i le oxides and other 

radioactive constituents. Although the potential for l i thium f ires is a 

concern, the design philosophy 1s to borrow techniques for active and passive 

l iqu id metal f i r e protection which have been developed for the sodium cooled 

LMFBR. A number of engineered safety features can be invoked, Including the 

following; 

• Use of an inert gas evironment. 

• Use of steel-l ined concrete chambers with sacr i f ic ia l material between 

the steel l iner and the concrete. 

• Use of deep, narrow sumps with sloped surfaces leading to dump tanks 
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which collect any spil led lithium in thp reactor hunt ing. 

• Use of steel balls and hollow graphite microspheres in spillage areas 

to rapidly cool a-id choke any spil led l i thium. 

• Active chemical f i r e f ighting techniques. 

Using a combination of the above, with the required procedures and 

instrumentation, i t 1s believed that the risk of a l ithium f i re can be 

ameliorated. I t should he noted that the plant would also employ a sodium 

intermediate loop to l imit radioactive releases as well as any lithium/water 

interface. There would be no water cooled equipment in the reactor building. 

I I I .E.2.d Nuclear Decay Afterheat 

The fa i lure of one or more nuclear decay afterheat removal systems can 

result in the fai lure of an overheated structure with the consequent loss o f 

i t s radioactive contents. Afterheat, a natural consequence of nuclear 

absorption processes, cannot be "designed away," but must be accommodated by 

providing a combination of the following features: 

• Abi l i ty to isolate fai led component. 

• Redundant cooling systems. 

• Alternate heat flow paths. 

• Abi l i ty to provide for stable geometry. 

As shown in Figure 20, the primary loop of the fusion breeder would 

Incorporate redundant capabilities (any combination of blankets, pumps, and 

heat exchangers Is possible) and oversized components (e.g. , only 3 of 5 

l i thium pumps required to operate at f u l l capacity). I f required, any failed 

component can be isolated from the system. 

In cases for which a blanket module is subject to a '.oss of primary 

coolant flow (LOCF) or a loss of coolant accident (LDCA), alternate heat flow 
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paths wi l l ce required to remove the decay heat. Three alternate flow paths 

have been considered: 

• Coolant flow through the pebble handling c i rcu i t . 

• Heat, conduction to a cooled shield. 

t Heat conduction through the f i r s t wall using an auxiliary f i r s t wall 

cooling system. 

The f i r s t of these involves using the pebble handling c i rcui t (Figure 31 to 

circulate sufficient lithium coolant to continue to cool the blanket after the 

fusion neutron source is shutdown. I t can he accomplished using the 

independent pump and heat exchanger capacity that are bui l t into the pebhle 

handling c i rcu i t , but requires that the blanket couldut boundary (e.g. . f i r s t 

wall) retain Its integri ty and is not suitable for some LOCA situations. 

The second and third of the above heat flow paths are available in both 

LOCF and LOCA situations. .Decay heat removal using the shield involves the 

use of an Independent shield cooling system (l i thium or other coolant 

compatible with blanket coolant) which is maintained near the blanket coolant 

outlet temperature of 425°C. In this case, as the blanket temperature 

increases beyond the outlet temperature, heat is conducted and ( i f the fuel 

and/or coolant are absent) radiated to the cooler shield. 

The auxiliary f i r s t wall cooling system is assumed to consist of a large 

fan(s) located near the end of the central c e l l . In the event of an accident, 

these fans (which are comparable in power rating to small airplane engines), 

would circulate the reactor building cover gas through the central cell to 

cool the f i r s t wall (maximum required velocity approximately 50 m/s). 

A f inal mechanism for removing decay afterheat is to dump the contents of 

the blanket to a separately (and probably passively) cooled dump tank located 

below the blanket. As shown in Figure 3, one such tank might be provided for 
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each five blanket modules. The same tank would also be used for fuel 

management operations. The act Df dumping can be performed semi-passively. 

That i s , a modest refrigerator coil under each module can be used in normal 

operation to freeze a solid l i thium plug fm.p, = lt>n°C) in the dump Hne. I f 

the fuel is to be dumped, a loss of refrigerator power w i l l cause the plug to 

quickly melt and the fuel to gravity dump. Either natural convection or heat 

pipes can be used to possibly cool the dump tanks (5). 

I I I .E.3 Safety System Modeling 

Time dependent thermal models of the blanket during four major accident 

scenarios have been developsd.*.£&£' These models included LOCF and LOCA cases 

for which the beryllium/thorium pebbles can and cannot be dumped to an 

Independently cooled dunp tank. The results, summarized in Table XI, indicate 

that shield cooling alone is adequate to maintain blanket structural integri ty 

for blanket module reuse {temperature for reuse limited to below 730°C 

f e r r i t i c steel recrystal l ization phase change temperature) in a l l cases except 

the LOCA case in which the pebbles are not dumped. 

In this worst case, shown in Figure 21, operation of the auxiliary f i r s t 

wall cooling system 1n addition to shield cooling appear to be marginally 

adequate in the sense that the 730°C l imit for reuse wi l l be exceeded. How

ever, despite internal temperatures in the 900 to 1000°C range, the outer 

blanket boundaries is expected to remain cool enough to prevent a gross 

deformation of the blanket structure. 
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Table XI. 
Safety System Capabilities for Various Accident Scenarios 

Shield Auxiliary First 
Cooling Alone Wall Cooling Alone Both Systems 

Loss of coolant 
flow, fuel not 
dumped 
Loss of coolant 
flow, fuel dumped 
Loss of coolant, 
fuel not dumped 
Loss of coolant, 
fuel dumped 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Not adequate 

Adequate 

Not adequate 

Adequate 

Not adequate 

Adequate 

Marginal3 

aExceeds 730°C l imit for reuse in approximately 2 hours. Blanket intervals 
temperature may exceed 900°r- l imi t for structure integri ty i f steel e^issivity 
is less than 0.5. Further analysis required. 
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I I I .E.4 Results of Probabilistic Risk Assessment 

A probabilistic risk assessment ( p pA) was performed for the reference 

design to identify potentially high risk fai lure modes. This assessment, 

discussed in more detail in Reference 5, included the following 

considerations: 

• Radioactive inventories (e.g., activated structure, t r i t i um, actinides, 

fission products in coolant). 

• Capabilities of safety systems. 

• Component fai lure probabilities (e.g., valves). 

• Event trees leading to releases. 

• Radiological consequences of release. 

Previous fission reactor experience and analysis were used to develop many of 

the expected probabilit ies arvi consequences. 

One event tree, starting with a f i r s t wall fa i lu re , 1s shown in 

Figure 22. As shown, i f the primary safety systems (dump valve, module 

isolat ion valves, shield coolant) function, the consequence is small, hut the 

probability (H/year) is relatively large because the f i r s t wall Is expected 

to he a weak link In the system. The branches with the highest consequence 

are H8 and D10, but these require secondary containment fa i lu re , have 

probabilit ies in the range of t < 10 yr"* per year and are not considered to 

be credible. The branches with the next highest consequences are D7 and (19. 

In both cases the fai led module 1s isolated, but the dump valve f a i l s , and 

either the shield cooling system or the auxilfary f i r s t wall cooling system 

f a i l s . Consequently, the radioactivity associated with one module would be 

released to the containment building. 
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Three other evpnt in i t ia tors were assessed: (1) module inlet/outlet-

riistrihution plenum fai lures, (2) failures of al l primary coolant pumps or 

intermediate heat exchangers, and (3) failures of the in let /out let piping or 

the cold or hot manifolds. The overall results are shown 1n Figure 23. The 

f i r s t wall fai lure (branch 01) discussed above 1s expected to provide the 

highest overall risk (probability x consequence). Other high risk branches 

involve an in let /out let piping fai lure (Bl) and a complete coolant pump/IHX 

fai lure (A7). The piping fai lure is similar to the f i r s t wall fai lure but 

lower probabilit ies and higher consequences are assumed. The pump/IHX fai lure 

is a low probability-high consequence event that might be made to be incon

ceivable via use of emergency diesel backup generators. 

I t 1s important to emphasize that the PRA technique is viewed as a useful 

method to identify weak links in the system (e.g., the f i r s t wal l ) , to set 

goal requirements (e.g., fa i lure probabi l i t ies), and to establish a preferred 

safety system logic. For example, the severity of branches D7 and D9 of 

Figure 22 is greatly reduced by adding the shield and f i r s t wall coolant 

systems. This is indicated in Figure 23. The PRA is not expected to provide 

an absolute meaure of the overall r isk. 
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IV. FUSION BREEDER PLANT CONCEPT 

Although the fusion breeder program has emphasized the design of breeding 

blankets and associated technologies, there has also been an attempt to 

describe and cost the entire power plant. This integrated description of the 

plant cost and power flow can be used to provide a best estimate of the 

ultimate commercial merit of the fusion breeder application. 

The plant design information developed in the section has been used to 

generate the systems and economics analysis described in Section VI. 

IV.A Plant Overview 

In this section, a top level description of the fusion breeder plant 1s 

described. The reader Is reminded that the fusion reactor, which 1s central 

to the plant description, is nearly identical to that of the Mirror Advanced 

Reactor Study (MARS) described 1n detail 1n Reference 10. The MARS end plug, 

shown in Figure 24, has not been changed, although It is clear that the more 

recent octupole end-plug designs currently being pursued as part of the 

HINIMARS effort at LLNL C l i \ would provide some advantage If scaled to the 

higher power level of the fusion breeder. 

The principal difference between the MAPS and the reference fusion 

breeder plant (2) involve the nuclear, power conversion, and reactor safety 

systems of the plant. Although the central cell length and magnetic field 

strength are preserved, the use of the lithium cooled fusion breeder blanket 

design (MARS would be cooled using the Pb-Li eutectlc) leads to changes 1n the 

following areas: 
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o Blankets would be replaced by a horizontal, rather than vertical, 

translation. Thus, as indicated 1n Figure 25, all heat exchangers 

pumps, valves, etc. would be located on one side of the central cel l , 

preserving the other side for malntalnance operations. 

• Recognizing the potential for the 11 thiurn-water reaction, water would 

be elmininated from the central cell building and a reasonably fast 

acting isolation barrier between the central cell and plug would be 

provided. 

• As shown in Figure 25 and discussed in Reference 2, Li/Na intermediate 

heat exchangers and a sodium Intermediate loop would be provided. 

• A nuclear grade containment building and the safety/fuel management 

systems discussed 1n Sections II .A, I I I .A, and I I I .E would be pro

vided. These would include provision to convey spent thorium and 

beryllium parts directly to adjoining process plants for reprocessing 

and refabrlcation, respectively. The latter facilities are also con

sidered to be part of the fusion breeder plant (see Section V), but 

could be shared among more than one fusion breeder. 

The above changes tend to increase the plant cost relative to MARS and are 

reflected 1n the cost estimates of Section IV.C 

IVJ) Integrated Power Flow Summary 

The integrated power flow associated with the reference fusion breeder is 

summarized 1n Figure 26. In this figure, the plasma heating systems (RF 

heating, neutral beams) are lumped Into one system providing 100 MW of power 
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to sustain the ?60(1 MWf plasma. The heating systems require 160 Mwe of 

recirculating power which 1s added to a 100 HWe power requirement for the 

copper choke colls and an additional 90 We power requirement for auxiliary 

systems (total recirculating power * 350 MWe) 

C' the comMned fusion plus heating power (2700 MW total) , 70 MW Is lost 

to i>e system flow grade heat), 573 MW 1s Intercepted by the direct converter, 

and 2057 MM of neutrons are used to produce an average-over-cycle blanket 

thermal power of 6075 MWt (M a v e «= 2.46). The direct converter produces 290 

MWe of power and returns 280 MWt of useful lower temperature heat to the 

thermal power conversion system. This power, combined with the blanket power, 

and converted to electricity at 38% produces an additional 2050 MWe of 

power. The net power produced 1s 1990 MWe. This compares with a MARS power 

output, using the same fusion plant, of 1200 MWe. 

IV.C Plant Cost Estimate 

A substantial fraction of the MARS effort (!£' was devoted to the devel

opment of direct cost estimates for tbj various plant components. The refe

rence fusion breeder would utilize the Identical fusion plant ( i . e . , end plugs 

and many auxiliary systems). Therefore many of the Individual MARS subsystem 

cost estimates are applicable. Cost estimates for subsystems which are not 

identical to MARS subsystems were developed seperately or, I f the fusion 

breeder subsystem was similar to, but larger than the MARS subsystem, but 

subsystem costs were scaled up relative to the MARS values. Typical scaling 

exponents were calculated according to the formula 

C = CMARS (P /PMARS5 

where P Is the applicable power level (based upon peak i. wer at end-of-cycle) 
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and n, the scaling exponent varied between 0.6 and 0.7, depending upon the 

particular subsystem. 

A comparison of the MARS and fusion breeder direct cost estimates by 

engineering cost account Is provided in Table 12. Some notable differences 

Include the following: 

• Reactor Building (Acct 21.01)- Cost Increased by 55 $M to provide 

nuclear grade containment 

o Miscellaneous Building (Acct 21.06)- Cost Increased by 48 JH to provide 

heryIlium/thorium fabrication buildings 

• Fusion Systems fAcct 22.01)- First wall/blanket/shield and magnet costs 

increased by 505 JH to provide larger first wall radius and 253 nr of 

beryllium pebbles at a unit cost of 8.9«105 $/m3 (480 J/Kg) 

• Main Heat Transfer Components (Acct 22.02)- Cost Increased by 223 $M to 

provide higher power and intermediate sodium loop 

• Other Plant Equipment (Acct. 22.06)- Cost Increased by 442 $M to pro

vide large coolant dump tanks, dump tank safety systems, the Be/Th fuel 

handling system, beryllium and thorium fabrication equipment, and a 

pyro-chemical fuel reprocessing plant. 

• Turbine Generator Plant (Acct. 23)- Cost Increased by 128 W to provide 

higher power level 
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Table 12. System Cost Summary 
(10th of a Kind Costs, JM, 19B3) 

NUMBER ACCOUNT TITLE MARS FUSION BREEDER 

20 Land Acquis Ion 5 5 
21 Structures and Site Facilities 212 331 
21. 01 Site Improvements and Facilities 11 11 
21. 02 Reactor Building 87 142 
21. 03 Turbine Building 36 46 
21. 04 Cooling System Structures 5 8 
21. 05 Power Supply and Energy Storage Bldg. 5 5 
21. 06 Miscellaneous Building (1nc1. hot cell, 

tritium processing, beryllium/thorium 
fabrication) 

68 116 

21 07 Ventilation Stack 3 3 
22 Plant Equipment 1292 2440 
22 .01 Fusion Systems 893 1398 
22 .01. 01 Blanket and First Wall 71 283 
22 .01. 02 Shield 75 117 
22 .01. 03 Magnets 493 727 
22 01. 04 Neutral Beam and RF Heating 101 101 
22 .01. 05 ' Primary Structure and Support 55 72 
22 .01 06 Vacuum Systems 7 7 
22 .01 07 Power Supply, Switching, and Energy 

Storage 
63 63 

2? .01 .on Drift Pump Colls 

? 9 

5 5 



Tahle 12. System Cost Summary (Continued) 
NUMBER ACCOUNT TITLE MARS FUSION BREEDER 

22. 0 1 . 09 Direct Converter 23 23 

22. 02 Main Heat Transfer ( I n c l . Primary 

loop, pumps, heat exchangers) 

237 460 

22. 03 Cryogentlc and A u x i l i a r y Cooling 50 47 

22. 04 St ructure and Coolant Radioact ive 
Waste Treatment 

11 12 

22. 05 T r i t i u m Handling and Storage 46 27 

22. 06 Other Plant Equipment 30 472 

22, 06. 01 Maintenance Equipment 26 37 

22. 06. 02 Liquid Metal Heating 1 3 

22. 06. 03 Coolant Dump Tanks 3 11 

22. 06. 04 Dump Tank Safety System ~ 80 

22 06. 05 Be/Th Fuel Handling System - - 30 
22 06 06 Be F a b r i c a t i o n — 3R 
22 .06 07 Th Fabr ica t ion — 38 

22 .06 08 Pyro-Chemical Uranium/Thorium 
Reprocasslng ( 1 n c l . b u i l d i n g ) 

"- 235 

22 07 Instrumentat ion and Control 25 25 
23 Turbine Generator Plant 236 364 
24 1 E l e c t r i c Plant Equipment 138 138 
25 Miscellaneous Plant Equipment 28 28 
26 Special Mater ia ls 126 72 
26 .01 Liquid Metal Coolant 124 18 
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NIIMBFR ACCOUNT TITLE 

Table 12. System Cost Summary (continued) 

MARS FUSI-W RREXDER 

26.02 
26.03 
26.04 

Beryl l ium 1n Process 
Thorium In Process 
Other 

46 
8 
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* Special Materials (Acct. ?6)- Cost decreased by 106 JM because highly 

enriched 6L1 required for Pb-L1 coolant in MARS 1s not used in fusion 

breeder 

As shown in Table 13, the overall direct cost increase for the fusion 

breeder relative to MARS is estimated to be about 1430 $H in mid-1085 

dollars. Adding 35% for indirect construction costs, 15% for contingency, and 

assuming 6 and 8 year construction periods for MARS and the f ion breeder, 

respectively, results in total cost estimates of about 3800 and fi?75 JM for 

the two plants. Thus, the fus ion breeder is estimated to cost ahout 701 more 

than the MAPS fusion-electric plant, but also would produce about 701 more 

e lect r ic i ty on average. In addition, the fusion breeder produces about 6660 

Kg/yr of " U (70t capacity factor) - enough f i ss i le fuel to provide makeup 

for 25 1 GWe LWR reactors! 
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COST 

Table 13. Plant Cost and Performance Comparison 
f$H 1985) 

MARS FUSION BREEDER 

Direct Cost f$M 1983) 208" 
Adjustment to Mid-1985 ( 7 t ) 143 
Adjusted Di rect Cost 2182 
Ind i rec t Costs (35* of D i r e c t ) 764 
Contingency (15% of D + I ) 442 
Total Overnight Cost 3387 
Construction Time ( y r ) 6 
Construct ion Mode P r i v a t e 
Cost of Money During Construct ion 406 
Total Cost (J 1985) 3797 
Net E l e c t r i c i t y (MWe) 1198 
Cost Per Unit E lec . ( $ / kW e ) 3169 
2 3 3 P r o d u c t 1 o n (kg/yr 70* capacity f a c t o r ) 
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V. FUEL CrCLE TECHNOLOGIES 

The principal role of the fusion breeder reactor is to provide an ex

ternal source of fissile fuel to support a fission power reactor economy 

composed of light water reactors (LHRs) or other fission reactors. In this 

role, the fusion breeder 1s operationally similar to a fissile enrichment 

plant which requires no fissile fe^.' stream and is an electricity producer 

rather than a consumer. In contrast with fission breeder reactors ( i . e . , 

liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LHRBR) and light water breeder reactor 

(LWBR), the neutron rich fusion breeder 1s a subcritical assembly, produces an 

order of magnitude more net excess fuel per unit of thermal power, and is not 

subject to the neutron balance constraints of conventional fission reactors. 

As a result, a wide variety of fual cycles and fuel forms are possible. 

In this section, several candidate fuel cycle and technology options for 

fusion breeders and LWR's are briefly reviewed. This review 1s followed by a 

more specific discussion relating to the reference fusion breeder fuel 

cycle. Although not discussed here, a process description and cost estimate 

for beryllium pebble manufacture/recycling 1s provide in Reference 2. 

Conceptual plant designs and costing analysis relating to aqueous (PUREX-

/THOREX), pyro-ehemical and molten salt fuel reprocessing facilities for the 

fusion breeder discharge fuel are presented 1n References 2,6, and 20. Cost 

estimates for other fuel cycle operations (e.g., tritium removal from lithium) 

are also provided in Reference 2. 

V.A. Fusion Breeder Fuel Reprocessing Issues 

A general schematic of the fusion brepder/fisslon burner reactor fuel 

cycle 1s shown 1n Figure 27. Several features are deserving of note. Most 

Importantly, the overall fuel cycle 1s separable into two distinct fuel cycles 
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which are coupled by the flow of bred fissile material from the fusion breeder 
to the fission converters, kith the exception of issues which bear upon the 
type of converter fuel fabrication plant required (e.g., the amount 01' "'U in 
the bred ^ U l , tf,e n r e e cjer a P Kj burner fuel cycles are entirely separable. 

Also, both the fusion breeder and fission client fuel cycles are closed 
by reprocessing and recovery of fissile materials. Although direct enrichment 
(or "refresh") fuel cycles, which do not employ reprocessfng, have been 
examined 1n the past, thesj lead to Inefficient fissile production in the 
fusion breeder as well as the disposal and loss of large quantities of 
valuable fissile resources. Our results indicate that, like the LHFBR, the 
fusion breeder requires a closed fuel cycle to achieve adequate economic per
formance. 

In developing the reference fusion breeder concept, two candidate thorium 
fuel reprocessing technologies have been considered. A key concern regarding 
the use of a conventional aqueous chemistry (THOREX) fuel reprocessing plant 
to extract " \ from thorium metal fuel is cost. In the suppressed fission 
fusion breeder fuel cycle, fissile fuel 1s discharged at very low fission 
burnup (- 800 MWD/MTHM) and at very low concentration (~ IX fissile material 
In thorium). Low burnup, an advantage, leads to lower radioactivity 1n the 
discharged fuel with favorable Impact on fuel reprocessing and fabrication 
processes. The low discharge concentration, leads to high unit costs (I.e., 
J/gm) to recover the bred fuel, This situation 1s Illustrated In Table 14, 
which shows typical reprocessing co?t data allowing a comparison of the cost 
to recover fissile fuel using the THOREX and a pyro-chemleal reprocessing 
options. It 1s important to note that a typical ^ U production cost not 
Including reprocessing 1s 50 $/g. Therefore, THOREX reprocessing could 
account for as much as 1/2 of the cost of bred fuel. It should also be noted 
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that the thorium throughputs shown in Table 14 are applicable to f u l l scale 

reprocessing plants that each process output of three fusion breeders. 

In comparison with the aqueous fuel reprocessing technologies, the more 

compact pyro-chemlcal fuel reprocessing technology for thorium metal fuels is 

expected to result in a more tolerable contribution to the cost of bred 

f i ss i l e fue l . Although the development program required to assure the 

feasfh i l i ty of this technology is more of a concern, the pyro-chemlcal 

reprocessing technology offers an economic Incentive 1n the range of 100 

$M/yr-a strong motivation for development. 

V.B. Overview of LWR Fuel Cycles and Issues 

Light water moderated power reactors are expected to dominate nuclear 

power production in the 2020 timeframe when the fusion breeder reactor could 

become commercially available. Consequently, the LWR Is considered as the 

principal type of f ission cl ient reactor, but the discussion 1s also 

applicahle to more advanced f ission converters (modular HTGR, e tc . ) . The 

cores of these reactors would he modified to provide passive safety or In

creased fuel economy, but f i ss i l e makeup and Inventories w i l l continue to be 

required. 

I f the fuel bred 1n the fusion breeder is 2 3 3 U , three fuel cycle options 

^Qt31) a r e available: 

• The thorium fuel cycle (typically 3.4S 2 3 3 U , 96.6X 2 3 2 Th) 

© The denatured thorium fuel cycle (typically 3.3% 2 3 3 U , 185 Z 3 8 U , 78.71 

2 3 2 Th) 

• The denatured uranium fuel cycle (typically 2.4X 2 3 3 U , 97.61 Z 3 B U) 

Among these, the thorium fuel cycle Is most eff ic ient with respect to f i ss i le 
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Table 14. Typical Reprocessing Economics 
(1985 J) 

THOREX PTR0-CHEM1CAL 

Throughput f M T / y r ) a 1900 1900 
F i s s i l e d ischarge, assy, atom % 1.05 1.05 
Plant c a p i t a l cost , $M 3000 1500 
Cost of c a p i t a l , JM/yr h 393 197 
Plant operat ing cost , $M/yr c 172 40 
Total annual cost , tM/yr 565 237 
Reprocessing cost , J/kgHM 297 125 
Unit cost , $/g 28.3 11.9 

a ) Three fus ion breeders sharing a reprocessing plant 
b) U t i l i t y ownership ( 1 3 . 1 V y r ) 
c ) F i r s t yea r , increases 3%/yr t h e r e a f t e r 
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feed requirements, but the denatured fuel cycles provide some Isotopic dilu

tion, and have Intrinsic proliferation res1s*ance. 

Both the thorium and denatured thorium LWR fuel cycles will require 

THOREX fuel reprocessing plant technology as well as a remote and shielded 

fuel fabrication technology. These technologies have not yet been developed 

to commercial scale and, although technically straightforward, both processes 

are expected to result i,i comparatively high costs per unit of heavy metal 

throughput. The denatured uranium fuel cycle requires 28S more fissile feed 

than the denatured thorium fuel cycle, but is compatible with the more de

veloped PUREX reprocessing technology. 

I t is important to note that some plutonium burners might be used even 

1f " n l is bred 1n the fusion breeder. That is, both the denatured thorum 

fuel cycle and the denatured uranium fuel cycle produce appreciable quantities 

of plutonium in the Z 3 3 U fueled LWRs ( 3 0 . 3 D . This is a result of neut-on 

absorption in "°U with <cbsequent conversion to fissile plutonlum. The 

fissile plutonium can be disposed by recovery and recycle 1n "secondary" 

Plutonium burning LWRs which might be located with the fusion bleeders within 

the safeguarded fuel cycle centers. 

The LWR fuel cycle performance data used in the analysis provided in 

Section V.C and in Section VI is summarized in Table 15. In this table, six 

LWR fuel cycles are presented. The f i rst , for a plutonium burner, applies to 

the LWRs which would be used to burn excess plutonium produced In 
233y 

burners 

which use "°U as ferti le material. The second and third fuel cycles, 

described earlier, would each consume ™\ feed and produce some excess 

plutonium. The fourth fuel cycle 1s a combination of the first and second 

case, (74* 2 3 3 U burners, 26X Pu burners) such that all fissile material is 

recycled. The fifth fuel cycle combines the first and third fuel cycles 
89 



Table 15. LHR Fuel Cycle Performance Data 

LWR FUEL CYCLE TYPE 

Pu Denatured Denatured DU + Pu DT + Pu 235u 

Burner Uranium 

{DU) 

Thorium 

(OT) 
to) ( f ) Burner 

Net Fissile Requirement, 
g/KW-yr (c) O.ZW 0.205 0.144 0.153 0.126 0.194 

Excess Plutonium 
production, 
g/KWt-yr(c) 

none-
recycled 0.058 0.028 

none-
recycled 

none-
recycled 

none-
recycled 

Fuel Burnup, MWD/MTHM 30,400 33,000 33,400 32,300 33,000 30,400 

Equilibrium Fissile 
Enrichment, atom J 4.9 2.4 3.3 3.1 3.5 3.2 

Core Power Density, 
kkL/KgHM 37.1 37.2 4G.2 37.2 39.8 38.4 

Equilibrium Fissile 
Inventory, g/KWt 1.83 0.68 1.09 1.07 1.29 1.14 

Net Thermal-to-Electric 
Efficiency, I 33.4 33.4 33.4 33.4 33.4 33.4 

1 _,. . . . . 
a) mixed system Includes 74$ denat'-red uranium fuel cycle LWRs and 26? plutonlum 

fuel cycle LWRs 

b) mixed system Includes 885 denatured thorium fuel cycle LWRs and 12S plutonlum 
fuel cycle LWRs 

c) at 100? plant capacity factor 
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similarly (88S ? 3 3 U burners, 1ZS Pu burners). 

Finally, the sixth fuel cycle applies to an LWR which uses mined uranium 

and recycles hoth the remaining uranium at end-of-cycle and the bred plut-

onlum. This fuel cycle was used to compare the cost of electricity for a 

conventionally fueled LWR ( i . e . , mined uranium) with that of a symbiotic 

fusion-fission system {fifth fuel cycle 1n Table 15). The analysis is 

presented in Section VI. 

V.C Symbiotic Electricity Generation Systems 

It Is of interest to explore the typical size and characteristics of a 

fuel cycle center which contains fusion breeders, their fuel cycle faci l i t ies, 

and the fuel cycle facilities associated with a self-consistent number of 

client LWRs. The size of such a fuel cycle center will be determined by two 

constraints: 

• All fuel cycle facilities should be large enough to benefit from 

economies of scale 

• The total number of fuel cycle centers should be small (perhaps 5-10 1n 

the U.S.) 

A fuel cycle center concept for the reference fusion breeder with LWR 

denatured thorium (and secondary plutonlum) fuel cycle clients 1s shown In 

Figure 28. In this configuration, three fusion breeders supply about 20,000 

Kg/yr of 2 3 3 U (70t capacity factor) to support 75 1 GWe LWR clients for a 

total electrical output of about PI GWe. The plutonlum produced by 66 of the 

LWRs Is sufficient to support an additional 9 1 GWe LWRs. The fusion breeders 

each have a dedicated beryllium recycle plant and, together share a single 

pyrochemical fuel reprocessing plant of 1902 MT/yr capacity, the mixed oxide 

LWR reprocessing/fabrication throughout Is about 1675 MT/yr. Of this, about 
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235 MT/yr is associated with the plutonium burners (PUREX reprocessing) and 
about 144(1 MT/yr is associated with the " J j burners, (THOREX reprocessing).It 
is anticipated that low level wstes generated in the reprocessing and fuel 
fabrication facilities would be disposed on-site, but that high level wastes 
would be shipped elsewhere for permanent disposal. 

A similar fuel cycle center concept, where LWR denatured uranium fuel 
cycle clients, are utilized instead of denatured thorium fuel cycle clients 
has also been considered. In this case a smaller total of about 6? LWRs can 
be supported (including about 16 plutonium burners), but since none of the LWR 
fuel is thorium oxide based, the need for THOREX reprocessing of LWR fuel 13 
eliminated and PUREX reprocessing can be used. The net electrical output for 
this alternative system would be 68 GWe, a 16* decrease. 
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VI. ECONOMICS 

In this section, the results of two models of the economic performance of 

the symbiotic shown in Figure 28 are reviewer!. The symbiotic system is also 

compared with a conventional LWR fuel cycle ("^U Burner of Table 15) to 

determine the "indifference", or "breakeven" cost of U3O3. When the market 

cost of mined Û Og reaches the breakeven cost, the fusion breeder 1s expected 

to provide an economic benefit. 

VI.A System Average Capital Cost Model 

All of the economic models of symbiotic electricity generation systems 

share a common feature: they recognize that including the fusion breeders and 

all of the client LWRs, only one product, electricity, Is produced. The first 

and most simple model attempts to estimate and compare the average capital 

cost (per unit electricity generation) of the symbiotic system with that of an 

LWR alone. This model ignores all fuel cycle facilities and fissile inventory 

charges, but provides an excellent measure of the dominant features of the 

system. In this model, the average capital cost. In LWR units 1s 

(lxCF ) + (R t x 1) CF + Rt 

A C C = ( K e l ) + (fttxn - ^ — n ^ 

where C 1s the fusion breeder cost relative to the LWR cost (basis: I/KW t), 

Rt Is the fusion breeder thermal support ratio and n r e i 1s the relative 

thermal efficiency of the fusion breeder relative to the LWR. 

For example, the fusion breeder cost (not Including its pyro-chemlcal 

reprocessing plant or other fuel cycle facilities) is 5596 $M and its average 

thermal power is 5600 MWt. Its cost relative to a 1 GWe, 1330 $H LWR of 3000 

MMt power, C F, is (5596/5600) / (1330/3000) « 2.25. The fusion breeder 
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produces 66S6 Kg/yr of " J U and the LWR requires 265 Kg/yr. The thermal 

support rat io, R t, Is (6656/5600) / (26S '3000) = 13.5. The fusion breeder 

produces 1990 MWe, so the relative thermal efficiency, n r e i , 1s (1990/5600) / 

(1000/3000) = 1.D7. Substituting these values Into the above equation gives 

ACC = i.08, indicating that the cost of providing f i ss i l e makeup for LWRs in a 

symbiotic system Is roughly equivalent to increasing the capital cost by only 

8*. 

VII.B Higher Level Economics HodeVng 

VII .B. l Discussion 

The next level of detail In economics analysis considers the following 

additional aspects of the symbiotic e lect r ic i ty generation system: 

• Inf lat ion (3Vyr) over the plant l ifetime (30 years). 

• Capital and operating costs associated with fuel cycle operations. 

• Typical u t i l i t y or government financing of the capital costs. 

• Anticipated escalations 1n operating costs, 

o Fissile inventory carrying charges. 

The methodology used to perform the analysis Is Incorporated Into a TRW 

Systems modeling code (PERFEC) and is described In detail 1n Reference 2. 

A key feature 1s that a year-by-year cost balance Is performed such that 

the cost of e lectr ic i ty and f i ss i le fuel produced by the fusion breeder are 

identical to the cost of e lectr ic i ty produced and the cost of fuel consumed by 

the client LWRs in the same year. Thus, fuel revenues and costs exactly 

cancel within the system and, as discussed earl ier, the only net product from 

the symbiotic system is e lec t r ic i ty . The method provides a year-by-year cost 
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of electricity which reflects the overall capital, operating, and fissile 

Inventory charges of the symbiotic system. 

A second feature of the PERFEC model 1s that 1s allows a year-by-year 

comparison with an alternative LWR fuel cycle In which the fissile feed comes 

from nrined UjOg. Three types of comparison are of interest: 

• year one breakeven price of û Og. 

• 30 year breakeven price of 11303, 

• 30 year integrated benefit. 

In the first comparison, the required price of t̂ Og (in 1985 dollars) such 

that the fusion-f1---.1on system provides electricity at the same tost as the 

l^Og- fueled LWR 1n the first year operation is calculated. When the actual 

market price of l̂ Og (again, 1n 1985 dollars) reaches this level, the fusion 

breeder becomes economical in the first year. 

I f , In later years, the cost of U3O3 Increases with Inflation, then the 

comparison becomes Increasingly favorable to the symbiotic system during the 

second and later years. The second of the above comparisons, determines a 

lower year one cost of t̂ Og that, Inflated in each of 30 years, provides a 

zero net benefit over the entire period. Thus, the 30 year breakeven cost of 

U3OJ5 does not provide breakeven In the first year fthe fusion breeder loses 

revenue), but the discounted present value of excess revenues exceed breakeven 

during the second half of the thirty year period by enough to compensate for 

early losses. 

The third type of comparison 1s Intended to evaluate the present value of 

a thirty year net benefit {or loss) starting with a user Input cost of û Og in 

year one and assuming a L̂ Og escalation rate (e.g., 55 S/Kg and 3S/yr). If 
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the calculated year one breakeven cost 1s Input, the 30 year Integrated 

benefit 1s expected to be very large because of a positive cash flow beglning 

In the second year. Conversely, 1f the 30 year breakeven cost Is Input, the 

30 year benefit Is, by definition, zero. 

VII .B .Z U ? 0g Fue led LWR 

Before performing such comparisons, i t 1s of Interest to define and 

evaluate U 30 8 fueled LWRs (Table 15) and their fuel cycle costs. Typical cost 

data for such LWRs Is provided In Table 16. The LWR capital and fuel cycle 

cost estimates were developed using References 30 and 32, but have been 

modified to account for Inflation to 1985 and other factors {such as a pro

rated contribution for the secondary plutonlum burners). It should be noted 

that reasonably cost effective fue' reprocessing and fabrication plants are 

assumed to exist. It should also te noted that the assumed cost of enrichment 

(60 $/Kg SHU) 1s less than half the current cost. It Is expected that less 

expensive enrichment processes (e.g., laser Isotope seperatlon or plasma 

Isotope seperatlon) will become available. 

As Indicated 1n the table, I f the price of U ^ does not increase beyond 

a nominal value of 55 $/Kg (which 1s near today's price), the cost of elec

tricity for the U 30 8 fueled LWR Is expected to be 52 m11/KWeH In the first 

year. The average present value of the electricity cost, 33 m1l/KWpH, Is 

lower because the present value of the annual cost of plant capital decreases 

year-by-year due to the assumed 3S inflation rate. 
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Table 16. Economics Results For a U 30g Fueled LWR With Reprocessing 

LHR Capi ta l Cost ( $ / k W t ) 444 
Total Fixed Charge Rate (%/yr) 13.2 
Fuel Cycle Fu l l Recycle 
2 3 3 U Consumption ( g / k W t - y r ) 0.1<»4 
Average Burnup (HWD/MTHM) 30,400 
Reprocessing Cost ($kgHM) 417 
F a b r i c a t i o n Cost ($/kgHM) 685 
Enrichment Cost ($ /kg separat ive work) 60 
Transport and Disposal Cost ($/kgHM) 260 
Year One Price of Purchased U 3 0 8 ( $ / k g ) 55 
Year One Cost of E l e c t r i c i t y (m11/kW eH) 52 
U3O3 Escala t ion Rate (%/yr) 3 
Average PV Cost of E l e c t r i c i t y (m1l/kW e H) 33 
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VIKB.3 Economics Results for the Symbiotic System 

Economics results for the symbiotic e lectr ic i ty generation system de

picted in Figure 28 are shown in Table 17. Two cases are provided, In the 

f i r s t , the fusion breeder is government owned (similar to uranium enrichment 

plants today), while in the second, the fusion breeder 1s u t i l i t y owned. 

Although i t is unlikely that a single u t i l i t y would own a fusion breeder that 

supports - 25 GWe of LWR capacity, a consortium of u t i l i t i e s might undertake 

such an investment. 

The government ownership case offers several attractive features - espe

cial ly for the f i r s t several fusion breeders. Specif ically, the government is 

better equiped to control and account for the produced f i ss i l e material, thus 

providing assurance that the possibi l i t ies for diversion of vulnerable f i ss i l e 

materials from the fuel cycle center wi l l be minimized. Also, the government 

does not pay taxes and i t s co«t of capital is only about half that of private 

u t i l i t i e s (see Tabla I 7 ) . a 

This large advantage translates to an even greater advantage in the cost 

of f i ss i le fuel because the cost of e lect tcf ty , which is dominated by the LWR 

capital and operating cost, 1s relatively stable regardless of fusion breeder 

ownership (Table 17). After e lect r ic i ty revenues are subtracted from the 

government's fusion breeder total annual cost, the balance is so small that 

divided by the annual f i ss i l e fuel production, a year one " 3 U c o s t o f o n 1 y 

2.6 £/g might be achieved. Thfs compares with a 59 $/g f i ss i le fuel cost for 

the u t i l i t y ownership case, 1n which roughly half of the fusion breertpr total 

annual cost i.ust be compensated by f i ss i le fuel sales. 

T) i t should be noted that savings attributed to government ownership result 
from uncollected tax revenues that would otherwise be paid by a private 
operator 
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Table 17. Economics Results for the Symbiotic System 

FUSION BREEDER OWNER/OPERATOR CASE 1 CASE 2 
GOVT UTILITY 

Fusion Breeder direct cost ($/kW t) 
Fusion Breeder total cost ($/kW t) 
Total fixed charge rate on fusion breeder plant 
capital (X/yr) 
Fusion Breeder capital cost (S/kW t -yr) 
Fusion Breeder operating cost ($ /kW t -yr) 
Fusion Breeder f i s s i l e Inventory cost ($ /kW t -yr) 
Fusion Breeder total annual cost ($ /kW t -yr) 

LWR OWNER/OPERATOR 

604 604 
1015 1121 
fi.3 13.1 

64.2 147 
34.0 34.0 
0.2 13.6 
98 195 

UTILTIY UTILITY 

UIR direct cost f$/kW t) 
LWR total cost ($/kW t) 
Total f ixed charge rate on LWR plant capital ( t / y r 
LWR annual capital cost ( f / k H t - y r ) 
LWR annual operating cost ($/kW t -yr) 
LWR annual f i s s i l e Inventory cost ($/kW t -yr) 
Hybrid capital a.st/LWR capital cost 
Hybrid anr/'al cost/LWR annual cost 

250 250 
444 444 

) 13.2 13.2 
58.6 58.6 
30.1 30.1 
0.5 11.9 
2.29 2.53 
1.10 1.93 
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Table 17. Economics Results for the Symbiotic System (cont'd) 

Case 1 Case 2 

Year one cost of LWR e l e c t r i c . <:y (VkW gH) 0.04< 0.047 
Year one cost of 2 3 3 U (S/g) 2.6 58.8 
Year one rreakeven cost of l*30g (S/kg) 15.7 28P 

30-year average present value cost o f LWR 0.032 0.036 
Year one cost of U^Og f o r 30-year breakeven ($/kg) 13.1 196 

Integrated benef i t assuming 55 $/kg U^Og ccst 1n 1227 -4129 
year one ($/kW t) 
In tegrated benef i t as r a t i o of t o t a l breeder cost {*> 121 -368 
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As shown 1n the table, for government ownership, the year one breakeven 

price of U^g 1s only about 16 $/Kg, or about 1/3 of the current price. Assu

ming that the mined uranium price Is 55 t/Kg, the government owned fu'ion 

breeder would provide an Integrated benefit of about 1230 t/KWf, or about 7 J 

billion over 30 years! 

For uti l i ty ownership, the year one IĴ Og breakeven price of about 2t»D 

J/Kg is considerately higher than t\~a. currently depressed price of uranium. 

However, this price 1s not inconsistent with prices based upon projected mined 

uranium forward costs for the 2O2D-2040 timeframe ^5.'» which assume that 

nuclear power develops an Increasing share of the electricity generation 

market and that the uranium price/cost ratio exceeds about 1.5 (historically 

closer to 2). Finally, 1t should be noted that the difference 1n year one 
233,j 

costs between the government and uti l i ty ownership cases, about 56 $/g, 

translates to only a 2.3 mil/KWe LKR electricity cost difference! Thus, even 

a util ity owned fusion breeder can place a very reasonable upper bound on the 

cost of LWR electricity, as well as on the cost of mined U30g and the allowed 

cost of competatlve technologies (such as fusion-electric power generation and 

the LHFBR). 
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VIII. Research Needs 

Several experimental programs should be Implemented to confirm the via

bil ity of the reference fusion breeder, exclusive of the fusion plasma con

finement technology. A brief l ist of high priority research areas follows: 

• MHD Pressure Drops- packed bed and duct flow Including electrical in

sulator development 

• Liquid Metal Compatibility- Intermettalic reactors, mass transfer, 

fission product/actinide transport, coatings development 

• Beryllium Irradiation Damage- Irradiation creep, pebble failure modes 

• Pyro-chemical Reprocessing Magnesium dissolution process demonstration 

• Fissile Breeding- Integral test assembly with a point neutron source 

• Pebble Flow- Sub-scale mockup 
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